GREAT NEWS! EVOO extends their culinary internship program:

“Where will your passion for food take you?”
Will that passion take you to a personal fine dining experience, to adventures at
your own stove, to elegant entertaining for guests, or to a new career in some
variation of tomorrow’s culinary careers
THE NEW INTERNSHIP ADVENTURE AT EVOO is a premier place to start such a journey, as
it offers you an opportunity to immerse yourself in both
the reality and the romance of our industry.
THE STRUCTURE - Join our thriving business in Cannon Beach Oregon for a week, a
month or three months in 2017. Visit EVOO.biz to profile our lively environment and
schedule. You’ll stay in a private studio with queen bed and washroom with shower in the
school and located very near the beach. (Sunday arrivals and Saturday departures).
YOUR TIME HERE REVEALS…
 Chef secrets for balancing taste, texture, nutrition and artistry to create memorable
dining experiences.
 Listening to what the wine is telling the food.
 Skills for maintaining and sustaining food safety and quality from trusted source to
finished plate.
 Adapting allergy alternatives that make others envious.
 Finishing each dish or meal with a flourish.
 How performance/technical skills can enhance your entertaining/food preparation.
 When and how to use all those different oils, salts, and critical seasonings.
 What might the future hold for the culinary devotee/foodie or career seeker?
INVESTMENT (add $250 refundable security deposit to each program)
 THE TASTE - One Week $1,200
 THE MAIN COURSE - One Month $4,500
 THE WHOLE “CORIANDER” - Three Months $12,000
IF YOU ARE . . .
Communicative; Organized; Can work farm to table menus that follow the principles of
sustainability in open kitchen. If you are committed to pristine food safety and high
standards; are disciplined and creative. If you can bounce from kitchen leader to kitchen
technician all while demonstrating excellent customer service then you may want to join us
here in coastal Oregon for an unforgettable immersion into a delicious experience.
LET’S TALK… An intern becomes a part of our small business family for their on-site period, so
we’d like to chat with you now to insure that we are a good fit for each other. If you are gifting this
adventure to someone let us help you decide if they will be delighted to join us. Call us at 503-4368555

